Rostra External Wiring Harness Repair Kit Installation Instructions

FORD 4R100, E4OD '95 - ON
READ ALL OF THE STEPS BEFORE CUTTING ANY WIRES!
1. Locate and remove the connector of the old harness from the transmission.
2. Installation is easiest and mistakes are avoided when one wire at a time is changed over to the new harness. Although
care has been taken to match the repair kit wiring color to the factory wiring color, variations may occur from year to year
and model to model. Refer to the diagram below.
3. Cut each wire as far from the original connector as room and the harness allows. Splice using the supplied crimp
connectors, staggering the splices approx. 1-1/2" apart. (Splices should not over lap.)
4. Apply heat to the splice insulation to shrink the insulation around the wires.
Pin #8 - Gray/Red
TOT Sens.
Pin #7 - Orange/Black
TOT Sens.

NOTE: View shown is
looking at the back of
the connector

Pin #11 - White/Yellow
EPC Ground (-)
Pin #12 - Red
EPC Positive (12V+)
Pin #1 - Red
12V+

Pin #5 - Brown/Orange
Coast Clutch Sol.
Pin #4 - Purple
Lock-up Sol.
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Pin #2 - Purple/Orange
Shift Sol. #2
Pin #3 - Orange/Yellow
Shift Sol. #1
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